Exploration and Practice of New Economy Statistics within NBS
Key Issues of the Paper

1. Organize pilot projects of new economic statistics
2. Establish new economic statistics classification standard
3. Establish the new economic statistics indicator system
4. Establish the new economic statistics investigation program
5. Explore new economic accounting method
Main Findings/Results

1. The proportion of new economic added value to GDP has risen
2. The new economic structure is continuously optimized
3. The growth rate of new economic indicators is higher than traditional related indicators
4. The new economic energy index has accelerated growth
Conclusion

1. Introduces the background of new economic statistics in China
2. Expounds the concept and scope of new economy that apply to the China’s economy
3. Discusses the work have done for new economic statistics
4. Presents the new economy status in China with figures
5. Puts forward suggestions for new economic statistics work in the future